LUNAR NEW YEAR
VIRTUAL SCAVENGER HUNT ANSWER KEY
Did you find all 12 zodiac animals? Click the images below to explore the artwork in our digital collection.

- **RAT**: Answer: Ivory & bone
- **OX**: Answer: Rice
- **TIGER**: Answer: Thailand
- **RABBIT**: Answer: A Kimono
- **DRAGON**: Answer: Overglaze Enamels
- **SNAKE**: Answer: A handguard for a Japanese Sword
- **HORSE**: Answer: It was a hammock hook
- **GOAT**: Answer: 6 - goat, tiger, horse, rat, snake & ox
- **MONKEY**: Answer: It’s a vase
- **ROOSTER**: Answer: He is one of the 1st Japanese artists to visit Europe
- **DOG**: Answer: A pomagranate tree
- **PIG**: Answer: Nepal